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My	Interest	in	FSO

1. Assistant	Professor	since	2015	
q Ph.D./M.S.	work	on	RF	Wireless	Systems

2. June	2015:	visit	to	NASA	Glenn	(Cleveland,	Ohio)
q Tele-tenna (iROC),	LLCD/LADEE	(622	Mbps	FSO)

3. That	trip	led	me	to

Source:	“FALCON	Fast,	Far,	and	First”,	Wright-
Patterson	Air	Force	Base		
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ConnectivityConnectivityConnectivityControllable Contested Environment at 
Stockbridge

Multiple capabilities exist at this site including the 
Controlled Contested Environment (CCE) and the Small 
Unmanned Aerial System Experimentation Capability 
(SUAS-EC).  

DESCRIPTION. The Stockbridge Experimental Facility is situated on 300 acres located 
18 miles southwest of Rome. Multiple capabilities exist at the site including, the CCE and the 
SUAS-EC. The CCE consists of 25 remote locations, or “pads” spread across Stockbridge’s 
300	acres,	configured	to	form	a	flexible	outdoor	“real	world”	experimental	facility.	

EQUIPMENT/RESOURCES. The 25 pads spread across Stockbridge’s 300 
acres	provide	shelter,	power,	antenna/towers,	and	fiber	optic/network	connectivity	to	a	central	
building. Each pad consists of an S-280 shelter, two towers, and a variety of ancillary gear 
including antennas, power control, Internet Protocol (IP) network gear, Universal Software 
Radio Peripheral (USRP). Additional capabilities available within the environment include a wide 
variety of Radio Frequency (RF) signal generation as well as spectrum analysis. Future plans will 
augment	those	capabilities	with	additional	resources.	Reconfigurable	laboratory	space	in	the	
central building supports a wide range of experiments.

CAPABILITIES. The CCE provides a truly unique capability to support real world, 
outdoor and tactical edge experimentation for a wide range of information technologies. 
This	flexible	infrastructure	supports	the	cost	effective,	rapid	performance	of	experiments	and	
tests in multiple technology areas, including RF communications, networking, cyber, and 
information. The environment includes the creation of a controllable ‘contested’ environment 
where RF transmissions and receptions can be completely controlled and measured. This 
enables	research	and	development	on	the	effects	of	dynamic	spectrum	access	techniques,	
policy-based routing approaches, and cognitive network node performance in challenging 
environments. 

EXAMPLES OF CURRENT/PAST PROGRAMS.
•	 DSTO Australia Opal Experiment. Experiments to validate semi-autonomous (user-on-the-

loop) airborne enhancement of a distributed ground network.
•	  Emitter Location with USRP’s/Distributed Electronic Intelligence (ELINT) ground 

evaluation. Emitter location measurements performed using a stationary emitter transmitting 
a signal waveform that is captured by multiple spatially separated sensor receivers, located at 
multiple remote pads.

•	  EpiSys BioAI Algorithm Experiment. Utilized multiple CCE pads to validate the 
performance of the BioAI algorithm, including network “tentacle”, gap/hole repair, and 
interference mitigation.

•	 ACE Research and Capstone Exercise. VTOL UAS in Hardware-in-the-Loop simulation 
facilitated an exercise which made use of 10 distributed CCE pads.

•	  MITRE High Frequency (HF) Mission-Oriented Investigation and Experimentation 
(MOIE) support. Remote testing location utilizing the CCE to experiment with HF radios link 
to Bedford and Worchester, MA collecting a variety of sounding data.

RIT COMPUTING AND COMMUNICATIONS



Leveraging	RF	in	FSO	and	vice-versa

1. Highly	directional	networks:	interference-free?
q Gupta-Kumar	limit	for	directional	networks	is	inversely	

proportional	to	sqrt(beamwidth)
q FSO	networks	with	micro	radian	beamwidth are	possible

2. Are	MAC	protocols	a	subset	of	PAT	techniques?	
q Pointing,	Acquisition	and	Tracking	(PAT)	is	field	proven
q Omnidirectional	antennas	considered	harmful?

3. Adaptive	beam	shaping	in	RF/mmWave/THz?
q Beam	splitting,	expanding,	shaping,	steering
q Lightweight	diffractive	optical	elements?
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Applications	of	FSO	Networks

1. Ultra-low	latency	networks:	NSF	Workshops’	Report
q MAC	layer	contributes	25ms
q Eliminate	MAC	and	instead,	point	once	and	track

2. Disaster	response:	high	capacity	back/front	haul
q Facebook’s	tether-tenna

3. Security	– low	probability	of	interception/detection
q Get	around	obstacles	with	multi-hop!

4. FSO	too	can	sense!	LIDAR	for	localization?

5. Visible	light	comms:	cheap	phased	arrays	(cameras)
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Research	(Grand)	Challenges?

1. Micro/nano second	PAT	times	with	urad beamwidth
q Orders	of	magnitude	less	than	WiFi DIFS
q Allows	ultrafast	realignment	and	tracking
q May	require	non-mechanical	steering	mechanisms

2. Multi-receiver/multi-node	PAT
q Point	a	split	beam	at	multiple	mobile receivers

3. Software-defined	optical	radios/frontends
q With	coherent	communication?
q May	not	need	high	bandwidth	at	ultra	high	SNRs

4. Leverage	quantum	optics?
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Immediate	and	Short-term	Needs

1. Outreach	and	clearing	misconceptions
q FSO	and	RF/mmWave/THz	are	all	neighbors	on	the	spectrum
q AIAA,	SPIE,	OSA,	not	just	IEEE	and	ACM

2. Publication	venues	are	needed!
q Frequently	mentioned	at	IWCMC	2017	WON	symposium

3. Inexpensive	experimentation	platforms
q Koruza:	open	source	hw/sw
q “deployable”	form	factors	– ideal	for	SBIRs/STTRs

4. FSO	testbeds	with	mobility
q NASA	SCaN testbed	+	optics?
q AFRL/RI	@	Rome:	AOptix terminals,	20+	km	link
q NSF	PAWR?
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